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CASE STUDY

“DLIVE PROVIDES ME WITH ALL THE PROCESSING TOOLS I COULD POSSIBLY NEED

WHILE RETAINING A COMPLETELY UNCLUTTERED, EASY TO NAVIGATE INTERFACE. THE 

CLERKS AND OTHER DAILY PERSONNEL ALSO FIND THE IP6 CONTROLLER EXTREMELY 

SIMPLE AND CLEAR FOR THEIR PURPOSES.”

RAGNAR ‘TIMMO’ AUNE,
HEAD TECHNICIAN 



The Requirement

Norway’s renowned Nidaros Cathedral recently underwent a major upgrade to its audio 

system.

Established in 1066, Nidaros is the world’s northernmost medieval cathedral, the largest 

medieval building in Scandinavia, Norway’s national sanctuary, and houses relics of the 

Norwegian king, St. Olav. Attracting over 400,000 tourists a year, the Cathedral also 

hosts a plethora of concerts and performances each month, many of which are 

broadcast on national television in addition to the regular daily church services.

The purpose of the installation was to provide the Cathedral with a single, remote-

controllable system replacing the previous system, which consisted of many separate 

units including a matrix mixer with DSP processing, wireless control system, large 

analogue patchbay/splitter and extensive analogue cabling.

Another requirement was to provide a comprehensive control surface from which to 

comfortably run larger performances in two locations within the cathedral, and also run 

the system surfaceless to provide a simple, intuitive and reliable interface for day-to-day 

use running of services and tours by the clerks.
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The Solution

Supplied by Allen & Heath distributor, Benum, a S5000 Surface was installed in a mobile 

rack and can be connected to either of two Cat5 patch points which terminate in two 

GigaAce ports on a DM48 MixRack. 

An IP6 is provided for daily use, programmed to recall presets with matrix settings for 

the numerous lecture positions in the cathedral and providing level and mute control for 

the channels associated with each of these positions. The pre-existing analogue 

input/output boxes spread around the hall are connected directly to the DM48 

inputs/outputs, receiving Shure mic wireless channels and feeding 16 Renkus Heinz 

Iconyx speakers via Dante.

The DX32 is rackmounted on a mobile unit, to provide additional I/O for larger 

performances, and connects directly to the surface. In addition to the two mixing 

positions and the IP6 controller, the levels can also be controlled via a dLive iPad app. 

There is also a computer in the technical room in the crypts loaded with dLive Director 

control software, offering remote support when necessary. 
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